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Abstract 
Classical Floquet theory is widely applied to pre

dict trim and stability. However, the sequential run 
time for trim grows between quadratically and cubi
cally with the number of states or order because many 
intep;rations through one complete period arc required. 
By comparison, the fast Floquet theory requires inte
gration through T/ CJ, where T is the period and CJ the 
number of blades in a rotor with identical blades; the 
mode identification becomes simpler as well. Accord
ingly, a parallel shooting method based on the fast Flo
quct theory and damped Newton iteration is developed 
to predict trim and the equivalent Floquet transition 
mal.rix (EFTM). A parallel QR library is used to pre
dict stability from the cigenanalysis of the EFTM. The 
JHlrallcl fast Floquct analysis compl'iscs these shoot
ing a.nd QR methods. The computational re!i.,1bility 
is measured by the condition numbers of the .Jacobian 
matrix in Newton iteration as well as by the eigenvalue 
condition numbers and residual errors of the eigen
pa.irs. Similarly, Lhe parallel-performance measures in
clude the dominance of the parallcli;~,a .. blc part, p<-lrallcl 
ax1.d sequentia.l nm times f.md their r<\tcs of growth with 
t.hc ordcr 1 and efficiency. Basicc.1.lly1 efficiency shmvs 
hmv cfTecLivcly the processors are used, allowing ana~ 
lysts to guard against processor underutilization. The 
parallel fast-FloqucL aualysis is compared with three 
other analyses: parallel analysis based on classie<1l Flo
quct theory and sc~qucntial analyses based on clasHical 
and fast l<'loqucL theories. Nearly 300 states arc used 
t.o treat isolated-rotor trim and stability with dynarnic 
stall and wake. The data on computational relia
bility and parallcl-perfonnancc rncasures demonstrate 
the feasibility of the parallel fast-Floquet analysis with 
thousands of sLates. 

Nomenclature 

Unless otherwise stated, the symhob hclow are noncli
rnensional: 
a lift Ct!I'VC slope, nul- 1 

c· nurnber of control inputs 
e control-input. vector 

' f>apcT pn:scntcd nt the 2f2nd li:1iropr.an H.olori:TIL]l Fo
nun nnd l.Jlh E'1tropcan !fclir.opier As.wciaiion Sympo.~i·nm, 

Rrighlon, UK, Scp 16-1!), 1996. 

cdo constant profile drag coefficient 
cd resultant profile drag force in the plane of 

the rotor disk opposite to the flight direction 
C1 rolling moment coefficient 
Cm pitching moment coefficient 
CT thrust coefficient 
Cw weight coefficient of the helicopter 
Ek error vector for k-th iteration 
Rp efficiency using p processors 
J equivalent flat plate area of parasite drag 
f sequential fraction 
I identity matrix 
i\t[ nurnber o[ states or state variables! 

M= N+c 
N number of structural and aerodynamic 

states or state variables 
Nb number of blade states 
Nw number of dynamic wake states 
p number of processors 
Fri flap natural frequency, rotating 
P pcnnuLat.ion matrix 
CJ number of blades 
Sp Speedup 
s stat.c vector x augmented with 

control-input. vector c 
t.irne unit such that T = 211' 

lp parallel run time on p processors) sec 
t 1 uniprocc~ssor or sequential run time 1 sec 
l \, sequent. tal p.art oft i 1 sec 
l1

1
, parallel part of t1, sec 

T period. sec 
x state vector 
X matrix of augrncnted initial-condition 

vecl.ors, Eq. (30) 
y solut.ion vector with components x(2?T) 

and !i corresponding to initial response 
vectors, Eq. (25) 

yi solut.ion vectors with components x(21T) 
and !i corrcspcttding to perturbed 
ved.ors, \<:q. (25) 

Y rnatrix of augmented solution vectors 
having components yi, Eq. (a 1) 

.-:;~,; k-t.h eigenvalue of the FTM 
Er k-t.h eigenvalue of [Pc/,(1.\.T)] 
nj, ,Bj. wake states 
(~.: 1.:-t.h mode nonunique frequency of z~,; 

~k 1.:-t.h mode uonuniquc frequency of Zk 

X Newton damping parameter 
fj trim-error vector for control inputs 
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6.'1' Tf Q 
c perturbation quantity 
I Lock number (blade inertia parameter) 
(f rotor solidity 
(J"k k-th mode damping of zk 

"ih k-th mode clamping of zk 
f£ advance ratio 
(p state transition matrix 
([> Jacobian or Partial Derivative Matrix 
w( lag natural frequency, rotating 
[ JT transpose of [ J 
II II Euclidean norm of a vector or matrix 
(x) time derivative of x 

Introduction 
Classical Floquet theory provides a rigorous basis 

to predict trim and stability; trim means control set
tings and the corresponding periodic responses, and 
stability means frequencies and damping levels (Ref. 
l). Broadly stated, the shooting method is used to 
predict trim, which gives the Floquet transition ma
trix (FTM) as a byproduct, and the QR method is 
used for the eigenvalues a:nd eigenvectors of the F'Tlvi, 
from which stability is predicted (Refs. l-1). Despite 
the basis and other attractive computational features, 
the sequential run time for trim becomes prohibitive; 
in fact it grows between quadratically and cubically 
with the number of states or order (Ref. 5). Thus) on 
sequential computers, classical Floquet theory can be 
routinely applied to relatively small-order models, say 
order N < 100. More important) its utility is limited 
in cases of practical interest such as comprehensive and 
design analyses that require models with thousands 
of states. Recently, the fast Floquct theory with se
quential computing and classical Floquet theory with 
parallel computing have been pursued to remove oral
levia,te this run-time constraint (Refs. 5-7). In this 
paper, \Ve present a new approach that exploits both 
the fast Floquct theory and parallel computing and 
thereby demonstrate the feasibility of treating models 
with thousands of states routinely; as it turns out, the 
potential practicalntility is dramatically borne out by 
Lhe numerical results. V\'e begin with a mention of 
why the run time for trim becomes prohibitive. This 
facilitates a better appreciation of why the cornbina.
tion of the fast Floquct theory and parallel comput
ing provides nearly a ta,ilor-made solution to the run
time constn1.int. lvlorcover) we primarily address trim 
with only a passing reference to stability and usc the 
run tirnes for trim and stabili~y and for trim. almost 
interchangeably. This is because for large systems 
(N > 100) J.hc run time for stability is hardly 1% of 
the run Lime for trim. 

Prediction of trim is a demanding and computer
heavy cxerciz:e that. couples nonlinear differential equa
tions of motion with algebraic-transcendental equa
tions of trim ( C.!J. Ref. 2). We have to predict. the con-

trol seU.ings that satisfy the flight conditions and then 
(.given these controls) find the initial conditions that 
guarantee periodic response. Furtherrnore) the control 
settings appear not only in the damping and stiffness 
matrices but in the forcing-function matrix as well, and 
they arc specified indirectly to satisfy flight conditions 
of prescribed thrust level and force-moment equilib
ri:nn. Therefore, we predict trim iteratively) starting 
With assumed values) say for N initial conditions for 
an N-order model and for c number of controls. Then 
we integra,te the equations of motion through one com
plete period, ftnd the error in satisfying the trim and 
periodicity conditions, improve the starting values ac
cording to Newton iteration and perturb the starting 
values one at a time. The cycle of perturbing, integrat
ing and improving continues till convergence. Thus) if 
k cycles arc required for convergence, the procedure re
quires k( N +c) perturbations, integrations through one 
complete period and improvements. Here> two points 
need to be stressed since they have considerable bear
ing on the fast Floquet theory and parallel computing. 
F'irst., a large number of irrleqralions ·through one com
ple'le period is required; k(N + c + 1) integrations to 
be precise. Second) a fairly large number of integra
tions in each cycle are independen-t; that is 1 N + c + 1 
independent integrations. The first point leads to the 
fast Floquet theory since integrations through T/Q arc 
required, where T is the period and Q the number of 
blades; the only restriction is that. the rotors have iden
tical blades. Similarly) the second point leads to par
allel computing since these independent integrations 
could be executed in parallel or concurrently. Given 
the fact that the integrations take the bulk of the se
quential run time, the fast Floquet theory and parallel 
computing, in principle, reduce the run time by a fac.
tor of nearly Q(N + c+ l). 'I'his is t.he motivation for 
bringing togct}wr ihc fast Floquet iheory and paral
kl computing. Parallel fast Floquct analysis does just 
that. To put it in perspective) the state of the art of 
classical and fast Floquet theories is presented next. 

Relatively few studies arc available that apply clas
sin:d and fast Floquet theories to predict trim and sta.
bility of large systems with sequential or parailcl com
puting (Refs. l, 5-7). In fact, predictions of trim and 
stability arc based <_dmost exclusively on classical Flo
quet theory) even for rotors with identical blades. In 
Ref. l, Ciaonkar <_tnd Peters review these applications 
of classical Floquct theory with sequential computing 
up t.o lD8G. As reviewed therein (Ref. !), the applica
tions are lirnitcd to relatively small systems, the order 
N hardly exceeding 35, owing to run-time constraint. 
!)evdopmcnt.s since l98G arc covered by Chundmu 
(Ref. 5); he applied both classical and fast Floquct. 
theories to large systems (N ~ 500) with sequential 
cornputing and shows that the fast l"loquet theory in
deed brings in nearly Q-fold reduction in run time for 
a, Q-hladed rotor. Similarly, Subramanian et al. ad
dress large systems (N "' 500) by exploiting parallel 
computing (Refs. 6 and 7); classical Floquet t.heory 
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is used in Ref. 6 and the fast Floquct theory in Ref. 
7. A case in point is two earlier studies due to Peters 
(Ref. 8) and to McVicar and Bradley (Ref. 9). Peters 
presents the theoretical aspects of the fast Floquet the
ory with respect to single- and multi-rotor models and 
two of these aspects merit special mention: the fast
Floquct theory makes the mode identification simpler 
(vis-a-vis the classical Floquct theory) and lends itself 
equally well to multirotor aircraft. In H.ef. 9, McVicar 
and Bradley apply the fast Floquet theory and paral
lel computing to simulate tilt-rotor trim in real time. 
This paper is a condensed and amp lifted version of Ref. 
7. 

Parallel fast Floquct analysis comprises a shoot
ing method based on the fast. Floquet theory and on 
parallel computing, and a parallel QR library. it. is 
compared with three other analyses: parallel analysis 
based on classical Floquct theory and sequential anal
yses based on classical and fast Floquct theories. To 
make this comparison comprehensive and realistic we 
treat models of order as high as 430 and present data 
oii the following items: 1) computational reliability, 
2) sequential and parallel run times and their rates 
of growth with the problem size or order and :~) pa.T
<J.Jlelizable versus nonpa.rallelizable parts. These com
parative data also include efficiency of parallel com
puting, which is a measure of how busy the processors 
arc kept; for example, an dficiency of unity means the 
processors are used effectively without underutiliza .. ·· 
Lion. Both cfHcicncy <.tnd run time together provide 
a systematic means of scaling the processors with the 
order as a compromise between how cffect;ivcly the pro
cessors can be used and how fast the problem needs to 
he solved as the order increases. 

To sum up: We present parallel fast Floquet analy
sis, apply it to models with as many as 1~W states and 
then present a comprehensive set of comparative data 
to demonstrate its practical utility. The computations 
are done on a MasPa.r MP-1, architecturally a Single
Instruction-Multiple-Data or SIMD rnassively pa.rnl·· 
lei computer with 8192 processors. Unlike sequential 
computing, parallel computing is architecture depen
dent, as such the preceding development would need 
adaptations to other architectures. Nevertheless, the 
potential pra.ctical utility of this development should 
motivate further research on these a.claptations and 
other- applications of parallel computing. All in all, 
there is broad agreement on <<the inevitability of the 
eventual success and widespread use of massively par

allel processing technology" (Ref. 10); also see H.ef. 11. 
i\ nd onlv the barest beginnings have been rnadc in de
veloping, and <.tpp\ying parallel c:ornputing concepts and 
methods to rotorcraft acroelasticity (Ref. G). There
fore the present work should provide a useful reference. 

Classical and Fast Floquet 
:Theories 

Parallel fast Floquet analysis, based on the fast 
Floquet theory, predicts trim and stability of single
rotor as well as multirotored models of rotorcraft. It 
is presented here primarily with reference to a single
rotor model with Q blades. The extension to multiro
tor models is straightforward and not explicitly elab
orated. The only restriction is that each rotor has 
identical blades. Compared to parallel Floquet analy
sis (Refs. 6 and 7), which is based on classical Floquet 
theory, there arc changes such as interval of integration 
and formulation of forces and moments in predicting 
trim, and generation of the eigenvalues and eigenvec
tors of the FTM and mode identifi.cation in predict
ing stability. These changes bring in considerable sim
plicity to the algorithm with significant benefits: sim
pler mode identification and dramatically reduced run 
time. 'l'o help explain these features we begin with a 
mention of predicting periodic-response and stability 
of a linear syRtem by applying classical Floquct the
ory, then take up briefly parallel Floquet analysis and 
finally come to parallel fast Floquet analysis. 

Classical Floquet Theory 

\'Vc consider a linear periodic-coefficient system 
with N x 1 state vector x("t), whose equations of mo
tion can be written as 

x(l) = A(t) x(t) + G (t) ( 1) 

where the state matrix A(t) and the forcing function 
or input vector G(t) are 211"-pcrioclic, and arc of di
mension N x Nand N x 1, respectively. The N x N 
state transition matrix </J(t) is the fundamental solu
tion rnatrix of the matrix differential equation 

(2) 

with initial condition </J(O) = I. The FTM is given 
by (/J(21r) and its eigenvalues, Zk, determine system 
st.ahility (Ref. l). The modal damping and frequencies 
arc given by 

( 3<t) 

(:lh) 

For t.hc complete or nonhomogeneous Eq. ( l), the 
initial conditions that yield pctiodic forced response, 
t.haL is, x(O) = x(21f), arc given by (Ref. 1) 

[I- ,1(21f)] (x(ll) - x,;(ll)) = (xl,;(21f)- XFJ(O)) ('l) 

where X/·;(27r) is the non-periodic solution at t :::::: 211" 
for <.tny arbitrary initial state XI.;(O). 

ln general, rotorcraft systems arc governed by non
linear periodic-coefficient equations and can be repre
sented as 

x = G (x, t) (5) 
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The initia.l conditions to generate periodic response arc 
obtained by applying a Newton-type iteration. Specif
ically, for the k-th iteration, Eq. ( 4) reads: 

x(O)k+ 1 xB(O)k +X (I- ¢(2rr)]; 1 

(xB(2rr)- XE(O)h (6) 

where </>(27r) converges to FTM, and (I- ¢(27r)J- 1 is 
the Jacobian or partial derivative matrix 1'1 and X is the 
Newton damping parameter. Here after, the Jacobian 
matrix (Jacobian, for short) and the partial derivative 
matrix (PDM) arc used interchangeably. 

With the role of unknown control-input vector e ex
plicitly shown, the equations governing the rotorcraft 
motions can be written as 

:ic=G(x,c,t) (7) 

Then the initial condition x(O) that yields periodic re
sponse will satisfy 

x (2rr, x(O))- x(O) = 0 (8) 

where x(2rr, x(O)) represents the state at t = 27r with 
initial state x(O). Beside the initial conditions for peri
odic response, we also compute the control-input vec
tor e such that the periodic response satisfies the trim 
equations of force and moment balance. Symbolically, 
the trim equations arc represented as 

f(x,c) = 0 (9) 

Equations (8) and (9), which represent the response 
periodicity and desired flight conditions, respec
tively, arc nonlinear algebraic transcendental equa
tions. Combined, they can be expressed as 

f(s) = 0 ( l 0) 

where s = [.x, ej'l' is the <'lugrncnted-statc vector of 
state vc1.ria.bles a.nd control inputs. 

Therefore, the trirn analysis boils down to the gen
eration 11nd solution of Eq. (lO). This is done by 
formulating a shooting strategy with damped Newton 
iteration (Ref. 2). Thus, the initial conditions that 
yield the periodic response and the unknown control 
inputs that satisfy the required flight conditions are 
improved according to 

where (j is the error in satisfying Eq. (D); that is, 
f(x, e) = 8, and ~~ is the .Jacobian matrix .. Further
more, t.hc submatrix CJ? 11 converges to the FTlvL 

Trim with Fast Floquet Theory 

In classical Floquct theory, the :Jacobian is gener
ated by integrating the equations of motion through 

Ol\C complete period 2n. However, l'or a (J-bladecl 
rotor with identical blades, the FTM can be gener
ated by integrating the equations of motion through 
L;.T = 21rjQ. The basis is that at ·1/J = 6.1', the first 
blade is in exactly the same position that was occupied 
by the second blade at ..P = 0. Therefore, the state 
transition matrix for the time interval from 1}; = /j.T 
to 1{; = 26.1' is identical to the one in the time in
terval from </J = 0 to ..P = 6.1' except that the blade 
indices need to be permuted. This shows the feasibil
ity of finding the transition matrix between any two 
time instants that differ by D.T from the transition 
matrix from 1}; ::::::: 0 to 1}; = /j.T and the permutation 
matrix P (details to follow). Therefore, the general 
relation between any two time instants 1}; = n!J.T to 
1{; = (n + 1)6.'1' can be expressed as (Refs. 7-9) 

P"x ((n + 1)6.'I'] = ¢(6.T)P"x (n6.T] 

n=O,l, ... ,Q-l (12) 

From l,q.(I2), one can write 

Px(6.'I') = P<p(6.T)x(O) 

P 2x(26.'I') = (P</>(6.'!')] 2 x(O) 

P<ix(C)6.T) = x(2rr) = (P¢(6.T))q x(O) 

which leads to 

</>(2") = (P¢(6.1')]'~ 

(l:la) 

( 1:\b) 

(l:lc) 

(14) 

'fhis is a crucially important equation that connects 
the FTM </>(27r) with ¢(6.'!'). Therefore, we need to 
compute </>(6.T) instead of </>(27r) since the Q-th power 
of [P</>(6.'I')] gives the FTM. The practical utility of 
(<;q. (14) is keyed t.o t.he fact. that the eigenvalues Zk of 
</>(27r) are related to the eigenvalues Zk of [Pq>(6.T)] by 
the relation Zk :::::: ziJ. Since t.hc modal damping levels 
and frequencies arc found by taking the logarithm of 
Zk, it is not really necessary to raise the eigenvalues 
zk to the (_J-tlt power. Instead we take the logarithm 
of Zk and simply multiply it by Q. Therefore, the 
rnoch-d damping and frequencies arc found from the 
eigenvalues Zk of (P</>(6.1')): 

if, = Q lnlz, I ( 15a) 
21r 

_ q _ Q _1 (lm(zk)) 
~k = ;-- arg(zk) = ,-tan 1, '(~ ) 21r 21T ,.c "'k 

( 15b) 

As seen from Eqs. (1'1) anc1 (15), [Pq>(6.1')] has one
to-one equivalence to the FTM; hence it is referred to 
as the equivalent FTM (EFTM). 

In trimmed flight, the blttdes experience periodic 
variations in the scdiona.l angle of t1Hack as well as 
in the air velocity components 1 which in turn produce 
periodic variations in rotor forces and moments. For 
a rotor "vit.h iclent.ical hlades 1 the contribution of each 
blade to t.h(: rotor forces c1nd rnoments will be the same 
at a given a.r.imuthal position since each azimuthal po
sition has its own pitch and a.ir velocity. Therefore, 
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the period of oscillations of these forces and moments 
depends on the number of blades in the rotor. Thus, 
for a. Q-bladed rotor, it is required to rotate through 
2n'/Q radians so that it has a blade in all azimuthal 
positions instantaneously. Thus, the variation of trim 
forces and moments in one period (27r radians) can be 
described completely in 21r/Q radians of rotor rota
tion. Therefore

1 

(16) 

Similarly, the inflow forcing functions are influenced 
by the blade sectionallift 1 which also can be described 
completely over 27r /Q radians. Therefore> for inflow or 
wake Htates, the periodicity condition is satisfied when 

(17) 

However, in the case of blade states, the rotor has to 
rotate through 27r md for each blade to pass through all 
azimuthal positions. Thus, one complete rotor revolu
tion is required to describe the trimmed blade states. 
In other words, one complete revolution is required to 
check for periodicity of the blade states. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to ascertain periodicity of blade states in 
21r /Q md of revolution since the trajectory followed 
by all the blades is the same as they go through one 
revolution with a phase shift of 21rjQ r<ul hdween the 
paths of each blade. Therefore) the states of an arbi
trary q-th bla.dc at an azimuthal position 1/; == 2ir/Q 
l..vill map onto the initial states of Fm identical (q + 1)
th b\c1..de a.t -tjJ == 0. (The blade states c.an include dis
placements) velocities, angular clispl<-:tcerncnts, angular 
velocities and blade-fixed aerodynamic states.) Thus, 
for the periodicity of blade states, we have 

(18) 

where x 11 is the Nb x l vcdor of blade states defined 
as 

'/' 
Xb:::::: lxblackl, Xbladez, ···,XbladeqJ (lO) 

In I•:q. (18), P,. is the QN, x QN, permutation matrix 
and is given by 

0 r,. () () () 

() () r,. () () 

P,= (20) 
() 0 () () r, 
r, () () 0 () 

where l& is the N,. x N, unit matrix. 
Now, combining the blade states and the inflmv 

states, we write 

{xlv,,, = 2•/Q = p {x},/,, = o (21) 

where the N x N permutation matrix P is given by 

0 r, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 r, 0 0 0 

P= (22) 
0 0 0 0 I, 0 
I, 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I, 

and Iw is the unit matrix of size Nw X Nw. In surn
rnary, Eqs. (16-21) show that the rotor trim forces, 
moments and periodic. responses c.an be described in 
the interval 21rjQ. Therefore, Eq. (11), which im
proves the initial conditions that guarantee the peri
odic response as well as the unknown control inputs 
that satisfy the required flight conditions is modifed 
as (Refs. 7 and 9) 

Moreover, the matrix pTq;ll converges to [P </>(L'>.T)]. 

Parallel Fast-Floquet Analysis 

Trim 

Now we present a parallel fast-Floquet algorithm 
of helicopter trim ---~ parallel shooting based on the 
fast Floquct theory -·-·and consider a system with N 
structural and aerodynamic states and with c number 
of control settings or inputs. A noteworthy feature is 
that in each iteration cycle! while the sequential algo
riUnn generates ( N + c) 2 elements of the J a.cobian one 
dement at a time, the parallel algorithm generates all 
( N +c) 2 clements once. Conceptually, we solve (N +c)' 
t,irnes as fast on (N + c)Z processors as on a single 
processor. To facilitate a better appreciation of this 
significant feature of the developed parallel algorithm, 
it is expedient to begin with the algorithmic details or 
sequential shooting based on the fast Floquct theory. 

Sequential Fast Shooting 

The sequential s:woting algorithm centers on Eq. 
( ll) and ha:-; the following seven instructions: 

1. Assume N + c ::::: J'v[ arbitrary starting or initial 
va.\ucs of the augmented vector s; that is 1 N x 1 
initial state x(O) and c x l control-inp~lt vcdor e. 

2. Form the permutation matrix P of size N x !'v' 
according to Eq. (22). 

:3. Perturb the Nf initial values one initial valnc at 
a time by a small arnount Ei, i::: 1, 2, ... 1 /vf and 
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form i\d + 1 vectors of starting V<llucs: 

4. lntegmte nonlinear Eq. (7) M + 1 times for the 
M + 1 vectors of starting values through a time 
interval 6.T = 21r /Q and genemte the solution 
vectors: 

{ x(~T) } where i = 
s+c, 

{ 
x(6.T) } andy=-

6 
8 

(25) 

'J'he vector {j represents the trim error in satisfying 
Eq. (9). Moreover) the subscripts sand s+ti) re
spectively) indicate the differences in the starting 
values; that is) one solution vector with starting
value vector s and M solution vectors with fvf 

vectors of perturbed starting values. 

5. Form j\;J columns of the Jacobian matrix <I> using 

i = 11 2) ... 1 1\1 or equivalently 

<11 = [ <11,~~ p ::: l (26) 

where P'~'i11 11 converges to P</>(6-T). 

G. Genera.tc the error vector Ek. Speciftc-Llly) a.t the 
k-th iteration c'ounter 

(27) 

where x(6.T) is the solution vector at the end of 
27r / q period and 6 is the trim-error vector corre
sponding to the initial-condition vector s. 

7. Improve the solution with Newton damping pa
rameter X: 

(28) 

The instructions :1-7 are repeated till the convergence 
of control inputs and periodic tcsponses. 

Parallel Fast Shooting 

According to Eqs. (21-28)) c<-1.ch instruction is 
applied to a large number of input data and the oper
ations on these da . .t<l. arc independent. The para.llel fast 
shooting algorithm exploits this independency so tha.t 
all the processors execute the same instruction but on 
different data. Given this background) we present the 
parallel algorithm with seven instructions in the for
mat that is implemented. 
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1. Assume an arbit.rary vector of start.ing values for 
trim results of periodic responses and control in
puts s = l St 82 ... SM rr. Then form a matrix of 
size M x (M +1) by replicating (M + 1) times the 
vectors s) that is) 

[ " "' sr 

" 1 "' ., s2 ., 

SM SM SM 8M 

(29) 

2. Following Eq. (22), form the N x N permutation 
matrix P in such a way that each element of P is 
stored in one processor. 

:\. For the M x M sub matrix (excluding the last col
umn of the matrix in Eq. (29)), perturb along 
the leading diagonal by a small amount Ei) i = 
1, 2, ... , M, and generate the M x ( lvf + 1) matrix 
of initial conditions: 

X [ 
., 

SM 

[ 

s\ 
sj 

s?vt 

s' l 
2 s, 

s:\I 

S
M+l l ' l 
s~+l 

8 M+1 
M 

(30) 

This instruction is sketched schematically in Fig. 
L. As shown therein each data clement of an ar
ra.,y (e.g., s1) is associated with one processor (de
picted by a box) and all the processors execute 
the same instruction on their own data clement. 

4. Using the above M x (M + 1) matrix of initial 
conditions) integrate Eq. (7) in parallel and gen
erate the solution matrix Y at the end of period 

'~ = 27r /Q: l ,: yf vt1 M+l 

l 
Yt 

yJ y§ yrl 11M+l 

y ' 2 

vL ., 
l/\1 vM+l Y"AI ·M ·M 

[y' y' ···yM yM+l] (:\ 1) 

According to instruction 3) the integration of 
equations of motion begins at 'lj; = 0 and proceeds 
through an intcrval'lj;::::: !:::,.T with a. finite number 
of atlirnuthal positions c1s intcgra.tion steps. As 
shown in Fig. 1) t.his operation is represented by 
a series of parallelepipeds) one below the other 
with each one representing an azimuthal position; 
4;o = 0 ~ •h = 4;o + 6.V; ~ · · · -> 1/Jn = 27r/Q. 



Figure l: Schernat,ic of Parallel Fa.st Shooting. 

l\lorcovcr, each box or the parallelepiped repre
sents one processor associaV~d with one dtl.t<.t cle
tnet\L. The det;\.ils ol" opera.Cion 1\L eax.h a.zimuthc\\ 
position involve parallel computations assoeialed 
vvith the equations of motion and t.rim. 'J'hcre
forc, we mnph;u;i;,c that computat.ionr; or the er
ror in satisfying l·:q. (D) and the (M + 1) sds of 
integrations ['or the 111 X ( i\1 + l) rna.Lrix of initial 
condiLiou.s <U'C carried out in para.! lei and that each 
clement or the solution matrix y is computed by 
one processor. !n other words, i\tl(J\rf + 1) proces
sors arc used to generate i\I(i\11 + 1) clcmcnt..s of" 
the matrix Y. 

[). Fortn the .Jacohian rn<I.trix q_) according Lo J<;q. 
(2G). 

n. i':stirna.t.c the error using Eq. (27). 

7. Improve t.hc solution following Eq. (28). 

The instructions :{"-7 arc repeated till convergence 
of Lritn results. 

For huge f;yst.ems, the eigcnana\ysis for stability 
results is not the dominant issue in the rtt:l time or 
f<tst-Fioquct analysis. The QH. method for cigenanal
ysis takes much \css run t.irnc. In !"ad, compared with 
the run time for trim analysis, the eigenanalysiH hardly 

takes 1% of the total run t.irnc. Given this background, 
we generate the stability results such as the rnodal 
damping levels and frequencies from the eigenvalues 
of the matrix [P<f>(i\T)]; sec 8qs. (15a) and (15b). 
As seen from IDq. (15bL the frequency is determined 
from the inverse arctangent function, which results in 
multiple values. To help predict 1ihe frequt-~ncies and 
thereby identify a.ll modes, ·we follow the method of 
Ref. 11 \vit.h some modifications that result from re·· 
placing the FTM by [P¢(6.'1')]; sec Eq (2~1). Specif
ically) we first compute the eigenvectors of the ma
trix [P<Jl(6.'T)]. 'J.'hcn for each eigenvector) say x 1:, the 
complex ra.tio of the derivative lei and t.he sta.tc :ri 

corresponding to i,hc most dominant component i.s ob
tained; for dct.ails see H.cf. 4. 1'he imaginary part of 
this ratio \vith a. suit.ah\c correction, which is an inte
ger multipk of Q, closely approximates the frequency 
of" the rnodc. In this study, an LAPACK eigenvalue 
subroutine DGEEV for real unsyrnmetric matrices is 
used to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
Lhe matrix [P¢(6.T)] (Ref. 12). 

Preclict.ing trim and stability is demanding, m
volving nonlinear differential equations of motion cou
pled with a.lgehni.ic-Lra.ns(~endentti.l equations of trim. 
!':vcn for relatively small-order systems, the cornput.a.
Lions arc intensive in that repeated operations like in
tegrations, lincari;~,ations for Newton improvement and 
it.crat.ions with improved starting values are required. 
Some of these operations grow quadratically with the 
order; therefore, for large models, the computations 
beeome extensive as we!!. Given the complexity and 
cxt(~nt of the cornputa.t,ions, a means of quantifying 
their reliability is required. 

As seen from Eqs. (26) and (28), the .Jacobian deter
mines the improved values of trim in the corresponding 
iteration cycle, and [P(/J(6.T)J is it.s subrnat.rix in the 
fina.] converged cycle. i'v.Iorcovcr) the frequencies, mode 
ideutiflc<lJion and damping lcvds a.re derived frorn the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix [P(N6T)]. 
Thus, generating t.hc .Jacobian and cigenana.lysis of t.he 
matrix [P<fJ(6.T)) is cntcially important to prediding 
t.rirn and stability. Accordingly, we u.sc thrcP relia
bility para.rnd(:rs; t.hc first one concerning the .Ja.co
hian in Newton iteration, and the other two concerning 
the eigcnvalnes and eigcnpairs of [P</>([,T)] thai cor
respond t.o the modes of interest. For completeness, a 
brief account or t.hesc reliability paramdcrs is given in 
t.hc s(~qucl; this also helps present the Bttrncrical results 
stt bscquently. 

The first reliability parameter is the condition num
ber of the .Jacobian ([> and is given by 

' [max. eigenvalue oftJ?'l' (fl] 1 

Cone!.( <I')= · -,·-
[min. eigenvalue ol"i.P'~'<})2 

( :\2) 
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Similarly, let x andy represent the right and left. eigen
vectors of the rmttrix [P</>(L':.T)] corresponding to its 
eigenvalue A; thr:tt is, 

[Pc/J(L':.'I')]x = Ax and [P</>(L':.T)j'~'y = >.y (:l3) 

By definition, the condition number of A and the resid
ual error for the cigcnpa.ir (A,x) are, respectively, given 
by 

Cone!.(>.)= lyTxi·-I 

II[Pc/J(L':.T)]x- >-xll 
£ ·= -~--·"-------"-----~--
- llhll 

l•'or additional clctni!B sec Ref. l :\. 

I?m:~1kLPerformance 

(:\4) 

( :l5) 

Under ideal conditions in the problem a.nd al
gmit.hrn, parallelism with p processors reduces the 
t;niprocc:o-;sor run Lime by a factor of p, and the 1 besV 
i.lwsc processors could do has been extracted. 'l'he par
a.! lei performance rncLrics collectively provide a rnca
smc of" how 1-VClJ the aetna] concJitiOliS in completing 
the job approxirnatc the ideal. The~ lack of standards 
on the 11\trnhcr, m;c and interpretations of these met.rics 
is \-vel\ recognized and has been receiving increasing 
attention ( c.r;. ll.d:s. 10 and 14). Following the liter
ature (e.g. H.d". J 5), we use four such metrics. The 
first one i;~ a. directly measured quantity ar.d t!w easi
est. Lo int.crprct.: the grmYLh of run Lilllc \vith the order 
and nurnlwr of procc.ssors. The parallel rHn Lime is the 
clav;cd Li1nr: from the star f. of Lhc parallel cclluputa.tion 
!.o the end l il! all the compuL;.1J.ions arc comr!dcd. The 
nthc:- thr(;~- :\.1-c speedup, scquclll.ia! fr<tctic})l and cffi
cicnc_'y', whic.ll are derived !"rotn the !TlC<l;.;ured nm Lime, 
ll\ltllbcr or processors used a.nd prcdict.cd uniprocessor 
nlll LiJrH~. \Vc crnpl!i·lsizc !-h<ll- rnernory hol.l.!cneck pre
vents direct ll\Ci\.Slli'CI\ICnL of liHiprOCCSSOI' l"llfl time for 

large models sinr_:c rnassivcly parallel cornp!!l.crs, par
ticularly SJ\if!) syst.r~rns, i'CfH"(\'-;CIIt an ass(~mblagc of 

thousand:; or relatively small computers (H,c!". lO). 
Sp<:cdup 811 Jnc:asurcs how a. parallel algorithm mn

Jiing on p processor:-: cornparcs with itsdf running on 
one processor. Thus, if lj represents the parallel run 
time on j processors) speedup is defined as 

s,., CCC 

1
L < f! (:Hi) 
J., --

~~irnibrl_y. c'.Hiciency !.,,'1, 1\lcasurcs how cffccLivcly the 
prou:ssors arc IJscd; in other \-vords: how htlS)-' they 
an: k(;pt relative t.o each other: 

,S'I' 
-~<I 
fJ --· 

(:\7) 

h)r cxa1npl1:: an efficiency of llnit.y nwans we arc "gct.·

t.ing to the hcsL'1 that the processors can do (H.cf. !<\). 
It i~.; illlport.;ud. that. the results of S'l' and Ji,'l' be in
t.r:rprc\.cd in a relative scnoc. These two sets of results 
simply provide a. rncans of comprmnising between how 

fast t.hc job needs to be completed a11d how t.he pro
cessors axe kept busy. 

Under the widely used assumptions that the prob
lem can be divided into completely sequential and par
allel parts and that the overheads such as those due 
to intcrprocessor communication are negligible) the 
uniprocessor time it can be expressed as (Refs. 10, 
11 and 15) 

( :l8) 

Since only the parallel part can be speeded up, the run 
time with p processors is 

{I, 
1,=1!-+- (39) . p 

The above equation is used to predict the uniprocessor 
rnn tirnc ft(= '-t., + t1p). Basically, the same job is 
run for difrcrent values of p, the corresponding parallel 
run times ip <.l .. rc measured, and then t 1s and i 1r are 
computed by a least-square approad1. It is convenient 

to express l1., and 'l1p in terms of dimensionless serial 
fraction )', which by definition is: 

1\'m\', the parallel run time tp in Eq. (39) can be ex
pressed as 

. (1-f)t, 
ip = jl., + (41) 

p 

and the spccdnp in l,q. (:\6) takes the form 

5- j ( ) • p - . !:::_1_ 42 
j + p 

Or, equivalently, serial fraction f ean be expressed 1t1 

tPrrns of speedup 5'11 and number of processors p: 

I= 1--~1/S" 
. I -- I /p 

i\l"Lcr nonna!i7,ing Lhe uniprocessor run time to unity 
and differentiating speedup Sp with respect to pa.ra.llcl 
fract.ion (I -f), we get, 

dS" 2 
d( I --- f) = P - 1' ( 44) 

which shows Lhc dominant influence of the pr.trallcl 
fraction on speedup. Alt.hough p t.akcs on only integer 
values and t.he sr~ria.l fraction is not strictly indepen

dent or the tllllrlhcr or processors_, <Lll instructive result 

follows front dirfcrcntia.Ling ! /!~'I' with respect top: 

ci ( I ) . i0; ~~·; c.c J 

The <lfHlvc equation clearly shows that the serial frac
tion is an indirect. mcasmc of efficiency. As elaborated 
subscqttcnt!y on the basi~ of numerical results, Lhc se
riill fraction f, which is basically problem dependent, 
is a vny sot;dl Jlll!nbcr in Floqtwl- analysis and gener

ally decreases vv·ith iHcrcasing Ot'dcr. 'Thw-;, Eq. (-15) 
shows t.hat any appreciable dc-;viat.ion from linearity in 
the l/ /•,'1'-vcrsus·-p curve is a.n indication of the loss of 
parallelism (Rd. 15). 



Modeling and Formulation 

Structural Dyn~mics 

VVc usc both rigid flap-lag and elastic flap-lag
torsion models of multi bladed rotors rest:ng on rigid 
or stationary supports. The rigid blade representa
tion describes a rotor with rigid blades executing flap 
and lag degrees of freedom. The elastic flar-lag-torsion 
representation includes flap, lag and torsion degrees of 
freedom. The equations of flap bending, \ag bending 
and torsion are klscd on Hamilton's prin(:iplc with a 
second-order ordering scheme. The sprltial dcpendcJH:e 
is treated by a Galerkin scheme using thE: uncollpled 
nonrotatlng mode shapes corresponding t(> a uniform 
cantilever beam. The Galerkin-typc integrals are cal
culated numerically. For additional details on these 
equations of motion, see Ref. 7. 

Aerodynamics 

The airfoil aerodynamics is based on the ON ERA 
dynamic stall models of lift, drag and pitching moment 
(Refs. l6 and 17), a.ncl the downwash dynamics is 
based on a finite-state three-dimensional wake model 
(Ref. 18). Com~istcntly upgraded wa.]((-~ modeling is 
used, in which the number of radial shap~~ functions 
for each harmonic is fixed in a prcdetermim:cl manner. 
Moreover, the airfoil theory includes the eH'ccts of re
versed flow and large angles of attack, and the wake 
theory accounts for the finite number of blades (Rd. 
18). 

Results 

We present data on run time and other parallel
performance measures as well as on computational re
liability. These data are used to compare pa.rallel fast 
l''loqnd analysis with three other analyses: parallel 
analysis based on classical Floquet theory (Ref. 6) and 
scqucni.i:,: an::dyses based on classical and fast Floquet 
theories ( B.cfs. 5 and 7). The run-time data. include 
run Litil(! and its variation with the number of states 
and proceflsors; they are directly measured quantiticfl. 
In addition to run Lime, the pa .. rallcl-perforrncl.Bcc data 
also include speedup, efficiency, sequential and paral
lel fra.ctions, and the rate of change of efficiency with 
respect to the number of processors; they are com
puted from Eqs. (:lG), (:l7), (4:l) and (15), respectively. 
Similarly, the cornputatiorHl..i-rclia.bility data comprise 
the condition number of the .Jacobian in Newton iter
ation in the converged cycle, the eigenvalue condition 
numlH-:rs and the rcsidur1.l errors of the corresponding 
cigcnpairs, computed from Eqs. (:l2), (:l4) and (:l5), 
respectively. 

The run time refers to the elapsed time in predicting 
trim and sta.bility of isolated rotors in trimmed flight. 
We consider both rigid flap-lag as well as elastic flap
lag-torsion models with dynamic stall ewe! wake; in 

each case three- and four-bladed rotors with identi
cal blades are treated. The model order is increased 
by ii~creasing the number of wake hanhonics, aerody
namtc clements per blade and the number of modes 
(for the elastic blade model only). For example, for 
the ng1d-blade model, the order varies from 94 for a 
three-bladed rotor with five aerodynamic elements per 
blade and a first-harmonic wake distribution to 430 
for a four-bladed rotor with 10 elements per blade and 
a wake distribution with 19 harmonics. The results 
aTe addressed with respect to the number of states 
or the order of the model> and the number of blades 
(Q = :lor 4) per sc is not explicit.ly mentioned; how
ever, it is accounted for in computing the number of 
s!.i•.\cs. 'l'hc bulk of the results in Figs. 2-8 is based 
on the simpler rigid flap-lag model (Figs. 2-5, 7 and 
8) with only a passing reference to the elastic flap-lag
tor~ion model (Fig. 6), which corroborates the results 
baf:lcd on the simpler model. 'The computations arc 
done on a massively parallel MP-1 system with 8192 
processors. For a model of fixed order, the number 
of processors arc selected a.utorna.Lical!y by the corn
pih~r system. In some cases, the number of proces
sors is stipulated through a. program directive; such 
cases arc mentioned explicitly. If not stated other
wisr;), the results refer to a. rigid flap-lag model with 
dynamic ;;;tall and wake for the following parameters: 

I'= 0.3, -y = 5, Pfi = l.lii, w( = l.14, cr = 0.05, a= 
6.28, Cd, = 0.0079, Cw = 0.00375, and 7 = 0.01; any 
deviation is so stated explicitly. 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of run times from two 
parallel analyses based on classical- and fast-Floquct 
theories; that is, parallel Floquet analysis of Ref. () 
and parallel fast-Floquet analysis of the present study. 
The model order varies from 91 to 4~W. Throughout, 
parallel fast.-Floquet analysis provides nearly a Q-folcl 
reduction in run time. As for the specifics of the run
time variation, both the parallel analyses show jump
type increases around At = 128, 192, ... , de., and 
nearly constant variation within the intervals ()4 < 
lvf :": 128, 129 :": M :": 192 for relatively small ord,; 
models and linear variation with a. small slope within 
t.he intervals 19:l :": M :": 256, 257 :": M < :l81 for 
relatively large order models. The jump-type-variation 
and the linear variation within certain intervals is due 
to the virtualization of arruys larger than the physical 
processor-element array (the actual number of proces
sors available) and the subsequent increase in the num
ber of memory layer<> used. In MasPar, the processors 
are arranged iu a 61 x 128 two--dimensional mesh grid. 
\Vhcn the dimension of a variable array exceeds ()1, the 
adclitiona.l dat.a of the variable array arc stored in dif
f(Tcnt rncmory layers. The total nurnbcr of rnemory 
layers utilized increases with increasing rnodcl order, 
which in turn increases the communication overhead in 
a.ccessing data fli.orcd in different layers. As an exa.m
ple, !'or Nf = :~0 1, t.hc number of rncmory layers created 
is t5 (number of layers in the x-direction x number of 
layers in the y-direction; that is, :lOl/64 x :lOl/128 
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Figure 2: Run-Time Variations for Trim and Stability 
from Parallel Analyses Based on Classical and F'ast
Floquct Theories. 

leads to 5 x :l on the Mas Par MP-1 with a G4 x 128 
array). ForM= 4:lO, this number increases to 28 (= 
7 X 4) 

Figure 3 shows a comparison of run times for se
quential and parallel analyses, both based on the fast
Floquet theory. The sequential code is run on a VAX 
4320 mainframe computer. Admittedly, the run times 
are from two different machines and a direct compari
son between them is not meaningful. However, of con
siderable significance is the growth of run time with 
the ordcl' since this growth roughly indicates the feasi
bility of the sequential and pan:dlcl fast-Floquet codes 
for comprehensive analyses that require models with 
thousands of states. In Fig. :3a, the order varies from 
94 to 169; the corresponding run time varies from 6 
hours :15 minutes to 2 days, 11 hours and 12 min
lites. Indeed, the run time grows between quadrati
cally a.nd cubically with order (% JV(!.:l), and thus, the 
results are lirnitcd Lo relatively small-order models (9:1 
:S !VI :S 169). Despite Lhis limitcttion, Fig. :la docs 
demonstrate that it is not practical to treat models 
with thousands of states by the sequential fast-Floquct 
code. Recall that cornpc.trcd to classical Floquet the
ory, the fast-F'loquet theory brings in nearly Q-fold 
reduction in run Limes in both the sequenti<ll a.nd par
allel a.pproc.tches. 

Figmc :3b shows hot.h the sequential a.nd parallel 
run Lirncs versus order 1 which varies fron1 94 to 1:HJ. 
The parallel run time varies more or less linearly with 
a. very small slope, although sorne of the finer de
taiLs such as jumps of the type observed in Fig. 2 
a.re rnaskcd by the scaling <-.tdoptcd along the ordinate. 
Thu::;, Fig. :~b shows the feasibility of treating models 
with thousands or states by t.hc parallel fast-Floqnet. 
code and thereby the potential practical utility of the 
parallel fast.-Floquet approa,ch in comprehensive anal·· 
yscs. 
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Figure :1: .Run-Time Variations for Trim and Stability 
from Sequential a.nd Parallel Analyses Based on the 
Fast-Floquet Theory. 

Figure tl: shows the speedup S'p, which is the most 
widely used parallel-performance measure (Ref. tO). 
As seen therein, the speedup increases with the order 
for D4 :S M :S 376 and decreases for :l76 < M :S 4:lO. 
Compared to the predicted uniprocessor run time, the 
parallel run time is dn:trnatically reduced. For exam
ple, for M = :376, the speedup is 2000; that is, for 
the same parallel code, the predicted uniprocessor run 
time is 2000 times the observed parallel or multipro
cessor run time. Overall~ as seen from Fig. 4, the effec
tiveness of parallelism incrcttses with increasing prob
lem size or model order, and the decrease in speedup 
for j\1[ > a76 is perhaps as~oc_:iated vvith increased over
head such as that due to int.erproccssor communica
tions. For a more complete understanding of speedup, 
it is necessary to study the corresponding number of 
processors and the variation of run time with the or
der. 'This is done in Fig. 5 for the rigid-blade model 
and in Fig. () for the clastic flap-lag-torsion model. 

Figure 5 shows speedup, efficiency and run time ver
sus the number of processors for four models of order 
M = 94, 262, 376, 430. In the massively parallel Ml'-

~Jtl.l() 
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Figure 4: Speedup Versus Order for Trim and Stability 
from the Parallel Fast- Floquet Analysis. 
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Figure 5: Variations of Spccdup 1 Efficiency and Run 
Time with the Order and Nurnber of Processors for 
Trim and Stability from Parallel Fast-Floquet Analy
SIS. 

l computer with 8192 proccssors 1 we can solve a prob
lem with 1024, 2018, 4096 aud 8192 processors. The 
model order and number of processors are identified 
in the figure. As expectecl 1 for Cl model of fixed or
der and with increasing number of processors, while 
the speedup increa._<:;es, the efficiency and run time de
creases. Similarly, with a fixed number of processors, 
the speedup, ef'Iiciency and run time increase with in
creasing order. As an example, for a model of order 
376 and with 2048 processors, the speedup and effi
ciency are 1147 and 56%, and the run time is 2 hrs, 44 
mins and :l2 sees ( = 9872 sees). For the same model, 
the run time can be reduced by nearly 26% ( = 2518 
sees) by doubling the number of processors but with 
reduced efficiency; that is, the efficiency comes down 
to nearly ~38%. These figures should be interpreted in 
a relative sense of trade off between how fast is fast 
enough and how busy the processors are kept. Figure 
5 also shows that using a large number of processors 
for relatively small problems results in severe under
utilization; for example with J'vf = 96 and p = 8192, 
efficiency E'p = 25% and the run time remains virtu
ally constant for p > 2018. This reflects the fact that 
the problem is not large enough to exploit reasonably 
the available computing power. Figure 6, based on 
the elastic flap-lag-torsion model, essentially corrob
or<:t.tes the r<-~stilts in Fig. 5, which is based on the 
rigid flap-lag model, except that speedup, efficiency 
and run time arc higher for a fixed value of the num
ber of processors. Stated otherwise, compared to the 
rigid blade model, the number of concurrent computa
tions is much more extensive and thereby the available 
computing resources arc used more effectively. 

Tl,c last two figures demonstrate the dominant in
fluence of serial fraction f (or equivalently parallel 
fraction 1- f) on speedup and efficiency and thereby 
on the overall effectiveness of parallelism. Figure 7 
shows f and ( l -f) versus the order and Fig. 8 shows 
the variation of 1/ l'>'p with p. To help present these 
dctL<t <utd appreciate their significance, we revisit IDqs. 
(13-45). For example, Eqs. (43) aucl (44) show that 
the speedup is bounded by 1/ J no matter how many 
processors arc used, and that it grows quadratically 
with the number of processors. Similarly, Eq. (45) 
shows that the rate of change of 1/ Dp with respect, to 
the number of processors is equal to J, thus provid
ing a measure of the connection among the number 
of processors, serial fra.ction and efficiency; also, see 
comments following Eq. ('15). Figure 7 shows that se
rial fraction f generally dccrea;.;es with increasing order 
but is a.ecornpanicd by some localized variations. For 
cxa,mplc, serial fraction f, which is dose to 0.0008 for 
M = 94, decreases to 0.0001 for J1;[ = :l7(). Thus, the 
upper bound of S'p increases from 1250 for lvl = 94 
to 2500 for A! = :nG. The increasing degree of par
allelism with decreasing J is well reflected in Fig. 8, 
which ;.;hows that the linearity of the 1/ E'p-versus-p 
curve increases with increasing order. Stated other
wise, the decrease in serial fraction f with increasing 
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Time with the Order and Number of Processors for 
Trim and Stability from Parallel Fast-Floqud, Analysis 
of Flap-Lag-Torsion Models. 

model order means increasing degree of parallelism and 
increasing linearity of the 1/ E11 -vcrsu5-p curve. Thus, 
in surnrnary, Figs. 7 r1nd 8 dcmonf.itrate the fact that 
the shooting method by t.he fast FloqueL theory is Uti
lored to parallclisrn, i.he higher the model order, the 
hdtcr the degree of parallelism. 

Table 1 gives a sample of the compuLa.tional relia
bility paranwters for all four type:.; of analysis se
quential and parallel analyses based on classical and 
fast Floquet theories. The results arc based on the 
rigid flap-lag rnodcd with dynamic wake. For a given 
problern si;:.;c~ or model order, the condition number of 
the Jacobian in the converged cycle, eigenvalue con
dition nurnbcr o!" Lhc lag-regressive rnodc and residual 
error of the corresponding cigenp<1.ir arc shO\vn. \Vc 
rn(:ntion in passing that the cigcnv<duc condition num
lwr of the lap;- regressive rnodc often corresponds to the 
maximum value of the eigenvalue conditiou number. 
The condition numbers of the .Jacobian are acceptable 
and the eigenvalue condition numbers arc close to the 
ideal value of unity (Refs. 2 and l:l). Moreover, the 
residual errors of the cigcnpairs arc indeed negligible. 
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Figure 7: Variations of Sequential and Parallel Frac
tions with the Order for Trim and Stability from Par
iii lei Fast-Fioquct Analysis. 

Overall, the computational reliability figures of all four 
analyses are comparable. 

Concluding Remarks 

'T'hc parallel fast Floquet analysis exploits the 
fast- Floquct theory and parallelism to predict trim and 
stability of hu-ge helicopter models (N > 100). It ap
plies to single-rotor and rnultirotor models, each rotor 
having identical blades. It.s computational reliability is 
compared with three other analyses: sequential anal
ysis based on classical and fast-Floquct theories and 
parallel analysis based on classical Floquet theory; the 
l"cliabi!ity figures arc comparable. Both parallel anal
yses based on classical and fast- Floquet theories are 
nearly idcnLical with respect to parallel-performance 
mctrics of speedup, efficiency and parallel fraction. 
However) the fasL-Floquct theory brings in an addi
t.ional (J-fold reduction in run time. 

\Vith increasing rnodcl order, while the run time 
f'or parallel fast-Floquet analysis remains nearly con
c.;tant, the corresponding sequential run Lime even with 
LIH~ fast-Floquct theory is much longer and rapidly in
crca~es. Furthermore, the parallel fast-Floquct anal
ysis should prove to be more effective to mu!tirotor 
models owing to the necessity of finding a. common 
period) which in turn should bring in a higher-than
Q-fold reduction in run t.irne. 
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Figure 8: Variation of Efficiency Ep with the Number 
of Processors p for Models of Varying Order. 

To sum up: The parallel fast-Floquet analysis dra
matically increases the saving in run time and demon
strates its feasibility to models with thousands of 
states) and thereby its applications to comprehensive 
and design analyses offer promise. 
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Table 1: A Sample of Computational Reliability Parameters for Flap-Lag Stability with 
Dynmnie Wake. 

S: sequential; P: parallel 

System Condition nurnbcr Eigcnva1ue c.ondition Residual error 
Order, of the .Jacobian number for Lag of the corresponding 
N +c matrix for the Regressive Eigenpair, 

converged cycle, mode damping, Classical (Fast) 
Classical (Fast) Classical (Fast) Floquet Theories 

Floquct Theories Floquet Theories 
.. 

l07 (S) 562 79(592.83) 11 7658( 11768) 1 .462E-13(2.588E-11) 
\07 ( P) 60:\.27(628.78) u 7658( 11 709) 1908E-13(2.l50E-13) 
136 (S) 560 17(60:3.88) l.l7638( 11792) 2.03:\E-13(3. 155E-14) 
136 (P) 598.62(629.79) ll7638(11769) !.786E-13(3.642E-13) 




